RISING
TO THE CHALLENGE

FOR INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR MID- AND HIGH-RISE PROJECTS TURN TO
DEDICATED FLOOR SYSTEMS AND KEEP YOUR PROJECT ON THE FAST TRACK.
Mid- and high-rise construction projects come with unique floor challenges. From extra durability in commercial areas to
sound control and smooth transitions between finished floor goods in multifamily spaces, Dedicated Floor Systems offers
innovative floor solutions that will maximize the value of your project and keep your schedule on the fast track. 
• Low profile, permanent sound control systems

• Finish 1-3 floors overnight

•S
 trong, fast-drying underlayments backed by the
technical expertise of Maxxon Corporation

•E
 liminate the time and cost associated with concrete
finishing and traditional transition area corrections

•M
 oisture vapor barriers allowing for fast-track
concrete construction

• Contributes to meeting UL Fire Designs

•S
 urvey of existing subfloor conditions and setting of
elevations to meet specific Ff and Fl requirements
•C
 an be pumped 20+ stories or set-up with electric
pump on location
• F inish projects faster by enabling a 24 hour
construction cycle
•W
 alkable just 2-4 hours after pouring so other
trades can resume work the next morning

HOTEL FIGUEROA LOS ANGELES, CA
Contractor: Shangri-La Construction
Architect: Rockefeller Partners
Scope: 4
 0,000 sq. ft. of Dura-Cap used to fill depressed areas and
floors where walls were removed on floors 3 through 14
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EXTERIOR – Built in the 1920’s, Hotel Figueroa received a $30 million renovation to restore its Spanish Mediterranean flare.
BEFORE AND AFTER – Due to the removal of walls and ceramic tile, the floors in the Hotel Figueroa were significantly uneven.
		
Dura-Cap was poured to fill depressed areas, creating a flat, continuous subfloor.

ELEVATED THINKING – USING EXPERTISE TO CREATE NEW
SOLUTIONS FOR COMMON MID- AND HIGH-RISE CHALLENGES
FAST TRACK

appeal of your development by minimizing noise frustrations

When it is necessary to meet a rigorous construction schedule,

for tenants.

Dedicated Floor Systems can help shave days or weeks off

FLOOR TOLERANCE

of your timeline. With Maxxon’s SMART System, the new
concrete slab is first treated with a surface applied moisture
vapor barrier in as little as 5 days after the pour. The next
day, a Maxxon Underlayment is installed, permanently
encapsulating the moisture mitigation system and creating a
smooth, flat surface ready to receive finished floor goods.

SOUND CONTROL
In California’s condominium market, it is common for the
Homeowner’s Association to require condominium owners to
install cork or other expensive sound control mats to reduce
impact sound waves through the floor/ceiling assembly. This
can be difficult to police, especially when floor goods are
replaced. A low-profile Acousti-Mat Sound Control System
installed by Dedicated Floor Solutions reduces impact and
airborne sound waves through the floor/ceiling assembly.
Installing a permanently encased sound control system adds
value for condo owners by eliminating the hassle of dealing
with HOA requirements while also increasing the long-term

760-535-1982
www.SoCalUnderlayments.com
2317 Auto Park Way • Escondido, CA 92029

In concrete construction it is difficult to consistently achieve
the industry standard 1/4" in 10' flatness criteria for finished
floor goods. A measurement taken at 72 hours will likely be
different after the industry standard 28 day cure time. This
means that some sort of correction is almost inevitable.
Plan for success with Dedicated Floor Systems. Simply request
that your concrete contractor recess the slab by 1/2" and
leave a rough screed finish. Dedicated Floor Systems will then
install the underlayment and take periodic measurements to
assure that the specified tolerance is achieved. This saves time
and removes the concrete contractor’s liability in meeting a
specific floor tolerance.

TRANSITIONS
Transitions are traditionally addressed with plywood leveling
and/or barrel mixed concrete ramping. Both methods are slow
and clunky. With an underlayment you can achieve accurate
transition heights (to within 1/8" at transition points) in a
fraction of the time it typically takes.

